
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

8 days on Andalusia's dream roads (M-ID: 2280)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2280-8-days-on-andalusias-dream-roads

from €1,149.00
Dates and duration (days)

Choose the comfortable way by flight for your journey and let us transport your motorcycle to your
destination.

We will pick you up at the airport and hand over the
motorcycles at the accommodation. We spend the first 3
nights in a hotel at the foot of the Sierra Nevada.
Afterwards we ride over numerous mountain roads into the
proximity of Malaga, where we will spend the remaining
tour days.
Streets like in a picture book

Experience pure Andalusia with its fantastic coastal roads,
the gigantic mountains of the Sierra Nevada and endless
curves in the hinterland. On our tours we experience a
constant interplay between mountains and sea, the
hinterland offers a multitude of small curves, lonely and
alone in the mountains. We ride on winding coastal roads
with constantly changing views of the sea, nowhere are the
distances between sea and mountains so close. Experience
motorcycle routes of the extra class, landscapes which
come up with incomparable beauty, little traffic and enjoy
pure riding fun. To be here means to be alone with all the
experiences and the indescribable feeling of experiencing
freedom.

Our tours lead through endless cork oak forests, olive
groves and along countless orange trees, whose fragrance
is incomparable. The special charm of this tour lies in the
few used roads with the best asphalt, the recurring
reservoirs with their azure blue water and the fantastic
views of this contrasting landscape.
Between tradition and pleasure

We cross Andalusia's "white villages" and ride on asphalted
side roads, which provide plenty of riding fun. Our way to
Ronda is undoubtedly one of the most beautiful sections of
this tour and once here we visit the over 200 year old
bullring.

In the middle of the Alpujarras lies one of the highest
villages in Spain. The small mountain village of Trevélez
has become famous for the production of air-dried ham
and offers numerous opportunities to taste the fine taste of
this excellent ham. Small tapas bars along the way spoil us
with traditional cuisine and a hospitality that is hard to
resist. Let yourself be fascinated by the Spanish tradition
and passion, which is unmistakably temperamental and
cordial.
Our Family Plus Offer

Would you like to spend your holiday with your family? Let
your family accompany you even without participating in a
tour. We are happy to book the same accommodation and
have a lot of suggestions for an alternative programme. Our
hotels offer plenty of amenities for the family and the time
after the tours.
Free riding

Passports spray a special charm. Riding them is fun,
although the definition of fun can be very different. Some
like it fast and sporty and others want to conquer curve
after curve comfortably in order to enjoy the views.
Sweeping hairpin bends and tight bends can be a real
challenge. What we want is riding fun for everyone and for
this reason we give our guests the opportunity to ride on
passes at their own pace, stress-free and detached from
the group.

The destination airport for the journey is Malaga.

rental motorcycles

Our rental motorcycles are with German registration and
best maintained, as well as technically perfect rental
vehicles. The motorcycles can be equipped with a suitcase
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system and lowered benches. Ask us about it!

excess exclusion insurance

The deductible exclusion insurance is an additional motor
vehicle comprehensive insurance for rental vehicles. It
takes over (for only 6.00 Euro per day) the deductible up to
max. 2500.00 Euro in the case of a hull damage.

Tour schedule:

1. day - Arrival day
Individual arrival until 18:00 o'clock
Getting to know each other and presenting the tours
2. day
Sierra Nevada, Guadix
3. day
Sierra Nevada, Trevelez
4. day
Sierra Almijarra, Montes de Malaga
5. day
Sierra de las Nieves, Ronda, Sierra de Grazalema
6. day
Sierra de Mijas, El Torcal
7. day
Gibraltar
8. day - Departure day
Individual departure
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Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

your own, transfer optional

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) yes

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared/double room (the booking of a double room is only available for a
booking of two people. All single travellers are asked to choose the single room
surcharge or choose to share a twin room with another tour participant)

€1,149.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room (pillion passengers cannot book
without an accompanying rider)

€1,099.00

per person single room (surcharge – all single travellers need to choose either the single
unshared room surcharge or a shared twin room surcharge depending on their
preference)

€300.00

per person option “Shared Twin Room” (If you as a single rider do not want to pay the
single room surcharge, then this option may be suitable for you. You will initially be
charged the single room surcharge which will subsequently be refunded or removed
from the final invoice if a suitable roommate can be found for you.

€300.00

-

Motorcycle transport: €649.00

Motorbike rental - BMW G 650 GS €500.00

Motorbike rental - BMW G 310 GS €500.00

Motorbike rental - KTM Duke 690 €500.00

Motorcycle rental - BMW F 700 GS €650.00

Motorcycle rental - BMW F 750 GS €650.00

Motorcycle rental - BMW F 850 GS €750.00

Motorbike rental - BMW R 1200 R nineT €750.00

Motorbike rental - BMW R 1200 GS €850.00

Motorbike rental - BMW R 1200 RT €850.00

Included
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6 guided tours with German-speaking tour guide who is familiar with the country

7 nights with rich breakfast in carefully selected hotels

For the common dinner we use small restaurants close to the hotel with excellent local cuisine (self-payers).

Entrance bullring Ronda, "Rock Tour" to the monkey rock in Gibraltar

Souvenir gift

Accompanying vehicle for luggage for change of hotel

Shuttle service from/to the airport

Provision of a rental motorcycle (depending on booking)

Return transport of own motorcycle incl. luggage and transport insurance (depending on booking)

Loading stations: Dresden, Berlin, Erfurt, Frankfurt a.M., Heilbronn, Nuremberg, Karlsruhe

Further stations can be reached on request.

Not included

Flight

Meals, drinks (if not stated separately in services)

Petrol

Travel Cancellation Insurance

More details

Total distance: 1700 km

Daily stages: 220 to 390 km

Tour start: Malaga (E)

Tour end: Malaga (E)/ 1 hotel change

Luggage transport - Yes:

On this tour an escort vehicle is available for luggage transport.

Difficulty Level:

Medium (SG 2): This tour includes many curves and partly also serpentine routes. The tours are a mix of tight
corners and long corners at normal speed. A part of the tour are small passes with tight curves, normal
gradients and mostly winding routes, which require a good eye control and the safe control of the motorcycle.
Due to the partly long daily stages a good condition is necessary.

Our travel groups are deliberately kept small and limited to 8 motorcycles. The minimum number of
participants is 6.
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